
English 9
Required Reading for Summer 2022

3 books required

ANNOTATIONS for all books: Take notes on what you notice, think, have questions
about, find memorable in the books, want to talk about from the books. Mark passages
(sentences you could quote) that stay with you—that state a truth, a startling fact or a
thought you want to remember.

NOTE: You’ll need your copy of each book you read with you in class for discussion and
assessment.

Required book #1: World of Wonders by Aimee Nezhukumatathil (memoir/nature)
World of Wonders interweaves the author’s observations of the natural world with life

experiences in places throughout the U.S. and India as well as reflections on her work as a poet.
Her writing moves us into deeper thinking about life in the U.S. and appreciation of the world
around us. This is a great read for summer when we have a chance to be outside and look at
nature ourselves, and it also gives us a model for observational and creative writing.
Assessment: You’ll reflect on the readings in this book, referring to those that had most meaning
to you and you’ll also write your own “entry” similar to what you see in the book.

Required book #2 and Required book #3:
Choose two other books from the list below you haven’t already read. We’re hoping

these books will not only get you excited about reading but will give you interesting ideas and
examples to add to class discussion this year.
Assessment: You’ll write a reflective essay during the first week of class, showing your
connection with the books, sharing what you learn and think about, what strikes you or stays
with you from the reading, what you notice about characters, situations, settings or a connection
with people in real life, and passages that stand out to you as being important.

Choose two books from the following list:
● The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen (realistic fiction)

a realistic story focusing on one high school girl’s struggle to come back from a
dream-shattering, life-changing injury

● Dragonsong by Anne McCaffrey (fantasy)
Not allowed to follow her calling because she’s a girl, Menolly is forced to find her own
way in the land of Pern, a fantasy world of dragons and fire lizards.

● Girl in the Blue Coat by Monica Hesse (historical fiction)
a book focusing on the Resistance in Amsterdam during World War II—people who
secretly fought the Germans, putting their own lives at risk to save Jews and counter
Hitler’s power in the Netherlands.



● The Cage by Ruth Minsky Sender (nonfiction)
a true story about the author’s experiences in concentration camps in Poland during
World War II.

● Christy by Catherine Marshall (American classic fiction)
based on the real experiences of Catherine Marshall’s mother, who worked among the
people of Appalachia in the early 1900s when she was first out of high school; through
the character of Christy, we’re taken into Cutter Gap, Tennessee in the Great Smoky
Mountains and see through her perspective both the poverty and richness of the people
she serves.

● Life in Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina by Misty Copeland (regular edition, not young reader’s
edition) (memoir)

a memoir of Misty Copeland’s life from being discovered at age 13 through her career as
a ballerina to the present as the first black female principal dancer for the American
Ballet Theatre in New York City.

● Wish You Well by David Baldacci (fiction)
a story about the importance of family, overcoming tragedy and standing up against the
injustice of a coal-mining company; based in the mountains of Virginia where Baldacci’s
mother grew up.

Summary:
1. All students read World of Wonders by Aimee Nezhukumatathil

2. All students choose two other books from the following list they haven’t read before.
o The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen (realistic fiction)
o Dragonsong by Anne McCaffrey (fantasy)
o Girl in the Blue Coat by Monica Hesse (historical fiction)
o The Cage by Ruth Minsky Sender (nonfiction)
o Christy by Catherine Marshall (fiction)
o Life in Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina by Misty Copeland (memoir) (NOT the young

reader’s edition)
o Wish You Well by David Baldacci (fiction)


